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ABSTRACT

The demand for engineering education and graduates is increasing daily because the current service and technological designs are unable to meet the needs of the society and the expected dramatic increase in the future. The emerging skill gap requires a shift in the type of expertise required of young professionals that will be needed to successfully lead organizations in the new economy. Researchers have identified various ‘shapes’ for the engineering professionals to make them relevant to the 21st century challenge, especially in the industry where their expertise is much needed. T-shaped professionals have skills that make them to be more preferred among others. The purpose of this paper is to present the need to upgrade engineering education curriculum to produce more T-shaped graduate engineers required in the changing industrial world. The potential benefits of T-shaped professionals to organizational performance are quite significant; hence, the demand for T-shaped professionals in knowledge-intensive, service-oriented economies is increasing. Unfortunately, the challenges associated with creating more T-shaped professionals are also significant. National regulatory bodies for engineering education in Nigeria are beginning to move towards integrated curriculum to break down discipline silos and produce T-shaped graduate engineers for the fast-changing industrial world. Service Science Management and Engineering (SSME) is an emerging discipline with over 250 programmes in 50 nations seeking to create more T-shaped professionals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Organizations are facing conditions of growing complexity that challenge decision-making, innovative activities and increasing need to develop dynamic capabilities in the ever-changing environment [1]. Peters [2] identified that a new design would either lead towards a career as a specialist or as a generalist. Why not a two-track system of design education?

Human resources managers are in dire need of new workers or graduates with strong technical skills, adept at written and verbal communication, understand how to get things done in a complex, fast-moving organization, and who can be depended upon to interact positively with co-workers, partners and
customers. Technological companies seeking a competitive edge increasingly seek for employees embodied with these “soft” skills [3].

Dash-shaped skilled people have some knowledge about everything. They are generalists who also provide low value added. The I-shaped skilled people are good at something, particularly since there is more value added. A combination of Dash-shaped and I-shaped skills in the team gives a really powerful combination. However, complex problems that are more difficult to solve in the business world require interdisciplinary teams since they provide the most value addition not available in an individual [4].

The term “T-shaped” is not new: it has been in use since the 1990s, mostly in consulting and technical fields. The idea of T-shaped skills was first mentioned by Guest [5] in an article discussing the future of computer jobs. Today, T-shaped skills are a razor that can cut through all the complexity in the more and more complex world [5].

The concept of T-shaped skills described the attributes of desirable workers. The T-shaped individual is a professional having both depth and breadth of knowledge as shown in Figure 1. The vertical bar of the ‘T’ depicts a deep understanding of a particular technical area or discipline while the horizontal bar of the ‘T’ shows ability and willingness to share the knowledge acquired in areas of expertise with professionals in other disciplines rather than in one’s narrowed discipline [5].

![Figure 1. T-shaped graduates needs](image)

Leading companies and enterprises look for work-ready graduate engineers that are able to deal with changing customer needs, greater competition and shifting markets right at the start. Employers expect new workers both to hit the ground running and to maintain relevant new skills through lifelong learning, self-directed and on their own pace. Industry is beset by many changes such as social, technological scientific and economic. These changes have affected all areas of life, including engineering. Consequently, the faculties of engineering in Universities have to respond appropriately to meet up with the more dynamic and faster changing industry [6, 7].

2. THE T-SHAPED ENGINEER AND THE TECHNOLOGICAL REVIVAL

Technology is currently undergoing a dramatic innovation. However, for this renewed appreciation to be a success, it is vital that the new technician is T-shaped. The engineering community agreed that the concept of T-shaped is ideal for the training of engineering graduates for successful practice in the global economy. We can find the usefulness of the T-shaped concept everywhere and every field will require T-shaped professional for development. The engineers are out in front on this concept [4, 8].

Companies employ graduates for their core technical depth. The graduate trainee programmes of most organizations devoted a lot of time and efforts on how to integrate and coach graduates to be effective in what is rapidly becoming a more team-oriented work environment. The skills needed to be impacted on the students by the engineering teachers during their five-year programme are shown in Figure 2. The total number of students needed to combine the technical expertise with the entrepreneurial and management skills is the key factors for the T-shaped engineers and teachers. The resulting engineers with entrepreneurial attitude, innovative mindset, knowledge of changing trends and leadership and management skills with deep technical skills would produce maximally [9].
3. THE ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES IN DEVELOPING WORK-READY AND T-SHAPED PROFESSIONALS

The Universities traditionally create professionals who specialized in one specific domain (I-shape). Universities are now expected to do more to prepare students for the job. Universities should create opportunities in their educational system through which students can develop those skills as part of their academic achievement and come out of the universities better prepared [11]. A good start is emphasizing collaborative and hands-on experiences that give students a sense of the workplace. Becoming a specialist required hard work and constant professional improvement, a task that have to be undertaken personally [3].

Engineering programme should produce the ‘societal engineers’ that are ready to use their T-shaped skills to change and advance the society. One response that seems to be promising is the creation of more T-shaped professionals that used their skills as best practices to provide T-related solutions across the country. It has been proven many times that a change in technology or market conditions devalues knowledge of I-shaped professionals but T-shaped professionals on the other hand have a lot of potentials [12-14].

Since 2004, IBM has been working with Universities, governments and partnering with industries around the world to for the introduction of a new discipline called Service Science Management and Engineering (SSME). SSME seeks to address the need for increased Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) education to meet industry’s need for more research-driven service sector innovation [15]. SSME helps to create T-shaped professionals who are better collaborative innovators [7] and adaptive innovators [16].

The shift from the predominantly manufacturing based industries to the service based one is one of the many challenges the Universities are facing in equipping graduates with the right skills and attitudes that will make them employable. There is a need to examine the current curriculum and methods of instruction so as to ensure that future graduates will be suitable for this new economy. A combination of the T-shaped concept and the newly developed field of Service Science, Management and Engineering (SSME) approaches should be use to undertake the restructuring of the curriculum so that future graduates from faculties of engineering in particular, and the Universities in general, will be ready to face the challenges posed by the new era of services [17].

The creative way to achieve these is to break down the boundaries between disciplines so that students can have more versatile experiences, taking into cognizance the strengths and capabilities of the programmes across the Universities. A University with strong programmes in so many disciplines such as engineering, business, humanities, science and agriculture has significant opportunities. The integration of the graduates into business environments early in their career development would enable them to demonstrate very quickly their value and potentials and enhance their competitiveness for jobs on a global basis. The T-shaped skills can really be a major differentiator [3].

The T-shape competency profile encourage students to individually develop their skills in the various components during their time in the Universities rather that the “one programme fits all approach”. The development and implementation of a T-shaped curriculum is the result of the coordinated efforts of various team-players and should be part of strategic education policy of Universities [4].

Current system of education lacks connection and interaction between different industries, which is something our ageing society will desperately need in the future. People who are talented, professional, caring and full of creative spirit to invent or design products and services for the elderly are needed. The new learning model called ‘T-workshop’ in higher education uses multidisciplinary approaches to cultivate
‘T-shaped’ professionals, elites who interact and cooperate with a wide range of disciplines and fields for the benefit of an aging society. The goal of increasing the communication skills by gathering participants from different backgrounds to solve a problem as a team with some professional helps from the instructors and teaching assistants would be met. This kind of T-shape cultivation would help break down barriers between different professionals and increase the possibilities of multidisciplinary cooperation or interaction. It will also help provide more opportunities and possibilities of a better life for ageing societies of the future [18].

4. THE NEED FOR NIGERIA TO REFOCUS VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN THE 21ST CENTURY

Nigeria like other countries is faced with social and economic problems arising from the deliberate case of neglect and negative attitudes towards vocational and technical educational system [19]. The neglect of vocational and technical education in the country has increased the youth unemployment. The quality of the contributions of these aspects of educational system among Nigerians, especially among the youths cannot be underestimated in the 21st century. Vocational, technical and technological education should be refocused to satisfy the changing needs of people and society. Refocusing of Nigeria’s through relevant vocational education programmes will in no distant time make the problem of youth unemployment and poverty among adults become outdated. [20].

The declining industrial performance of the country over the years resulted from the inability to synergise her abundant resources to create an organic productive sector for sustainable development and reduction of wide spread poverty [21]. The availability of competent and dedicated workforce is an antidote to the low-level state of industrialization in Nigeria [22]. Vocational and technical education has the capability to liberate the nation out of the problem of lack of competent and appropriate manpower [23, 24].

Ihinmoyan and Haruna [25] reported the current educational system is deficient in providing the necessary impetus for development. The reforms and restructuring in the educational system to ensure effectiveness and sustainable national development can only be achieved through designating appropriate curriculum and monitoring process with increased funding. All Nigerians must have equal access to vocational and technical education through modular curriculum. To ensure the availability of various categories of workforce, academically sound persons are allowed take all the prescribed modules in area of interest during their further training at a tertiary institution; grow to become a specialist and leader in their chosen professions while other persons are allowed to develop according to their capabilities [22].

5. NATIONAL UNIVERSITIES COMMISSION (NUC) BENCHMARK MINIMUM ACADEMIC STANDARDS (BMAS) FOR AGRICULTURAL AND BIORESOURCES ENGINEERING PROGRAMME

The Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering five-year programme curriculum is in compliance with the benchmark minimum academic standards (BMAS) of the National Universities Commission (NUC) [26]. The components of the curriculum are contained in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>General Studies</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Basic Science</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Basic Engineering</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Core Courses</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Electives</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Student Industrial Work Experience (SIWES/SWEP)</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Department trains students with broad-based knowledge of various aspects of Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering thereby producing practical-oriented graduates with skills that are needed in mechanized agriculture, storage and processing of agro-resources products and the preservation and conservation of natural and environmental ecosystem.

The objectives of the programme are to:

a. Teach the students the basic physical sciences, applied agricultural sciences and engineering fundamentals.

---
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b. Allow hands-on laboratory and field practical exercises that will make them tackle challenges on the field.

c. Teach the students the scientific and engineering principles of analysis, design, development and practical work to solving technological problems of agriculture and food production.

d. Train the students to acquire the capability for meaningful result-oriented research in all aspects of agricultural engineering.

Figure 3 illustrates the T-shaped Agricultural Engineer Model. The approach in Figure 3 fosters individuals with a deep technical understanding, the stem of the ‘T’, in the core subjects of the programme coupled with broader knowledge, the top of the ‘T’, in the basic science, fundamentals of engineering, computer technology, engineering design, innovation and creativity, law, management and entrepreneurship, technical report writing and communication and leadership.

Figure 3. T-Shaped undergraduate programme

KEYS:
ENG-Engineering Mathematics
EIS-Engineers in Society
FM-Fluid Mechanics
SM-Soil Mechanics
COMPT-Computer programming
TRW-Technical Report Writing
THERMO-Thermodynamics
EE-SThis approach would result in broad working knowledge, good understanding in specific areas and fosters success in the chosen profession. The T-shaped education allowed for career development and progression through adding layers to expertise and workplace skills for effective leadership [4].

Good understanding of mathematics and technology are the known important crucial skills for any engineer. The demand for future engineers and the expectations of employers is growing daily and gap can only be filled through the development of T-shaped skills for a successful career [9].

Companies such as IBM, IDEO, Proctor & Gamble, Nike and GE all supported the training and recruitment of T-shaped engineering students. The students will be in high demand when they graduate and apply for jobs because they are expected to solve problems in their technical fields within the context of the entire organization to co-create smart solutions [27].

The industries are moving faster than the Universities in the adoption of the T-shaped model. The Universities are to align their curricula to meet up with the growing challenge in the development of their various programmes. Lehigh University training in Integrated Business and Engineering (IBE) programme prepares the students for leadership roles in industrial R&D, entrepreneurial initiatives,
management consulting, high-tech ventures, innovative technology and financial services [28]. Boston College engineering programme creates the ‘societal engineers’ with T-shaped skills. The Oregon Universities increased T-shaped learning through the support from the Oregon Engineering and Technology Industry Council (ETIC) investment of $29 million fund [9].

Engineering education development is shifting from disciplinary thinking to interdisciplinary approaches to remain competitive and produce better engineers in T-shaped skills. The growing gap between engineering education, practice, and research can easily be closed by equipping the qualified engineering students with the T-shaped skills [29]. Industries have great roles to play in accepting to develop these engineering students during their six-month SIWES programme in year 4, accepting them to participate in the National Youth Service Corps (NYSC). Also, after graduation and more important also by contributing to the facilities, Research and Development and training while in school [30].

There are close relations between the companies and our universities. Thus, research programmes are calibrated in relation to the possible need of external recipients of the research and of the doctorates [26]. Our world is changing and changing rapidly. There is need for a 21st century classroom where the 3 R’s (reading, writing and arithmetic) meet the 4 C’s (creativity, critical thinking, communication and collaboration) and all students are prepared to be active participants in our exciting global community [31, 32].

6. CONCLUSION

T-shaped professionals, especially engineers, are urgently needed to improve performance in rapidly changing knowledge-intensive organizations. Hard work, constant improvements and finding a balance between acquiring general and specific knowledge are major requirements to becoming a strong ‘T’ in life. The transition from University life to the world of work requires substantial attention in the development of various curricula for a better and ideal graduate engineer. The Agricultural and Bioresources Engineering curriculum have the potential to create a T-shaped graduate and future agricultural Engineer.
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